Recent high resolution numerical simulations have shown that the interstellar atomic hydrogen clouds have a complex two-phase structure. Since molecular clouds form through the contraction of HI gas, the question arises of whether this structure is maintained in the molecular phase or not. Here we investigate whether the warm neutral atomic hydrogen (WNM) can exist in molecular clouds. We calculate how far a piece of WNM which is not heated by the UV photons could penetrate into the cloud, and estimate that in the absence of any heating it is unlikely that large fraction of WNM exists inside molecular clouds. We then consider two possible heating mechanisms, namely dissipation of turbulent energy and dissipation of MHD waves propagating in the WNM inside the cloud. We find that the second one is sufficient to allow the existence of WNM inside molecular clouds. We speculate that channels of magnetized WNM permeatting the molecular clouds may allow to inject energy very efficiently allowing to sustain the internal turbulence which otherwise decay in a crossing time.
Introduction
Recent hydrodynamical numerical simulations (Hennebelle & Pérault 1999 , Koyama & Inutsuka 2000 , 2002 , Audit & Hennebelle 2005 , Heitsch et al. 2005 , Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2005 have shown that the structures of the interstellar atomic hydrogen is likely to be highly complex. In particular in these simulations, it is found that the CNM structures are locally in near pressure equilibrium with the surrounding WNM even if the flow is very dynamical on large scales, the CNM structures have a velocity dispersion close to the sound speed of the WNM and the 2 phases appear to be highly interwoven.
Since there is little doubt that the molecular clouds form by contraction of atomic gas, the question of whether this complexity and the 2-phase behaviour may persist even in molecular clouds, arises immediately. We believe that the high turbulence which takes place in molecular clouds, reinforces this idea ; since molecular clouds are surrounded by an HI halo, the turbulence should almost inevitably induces some mixing between HI and molecular gas.
From an observational point of view, we believe that the presence of warm gas inside molecular gas will be very hard to prove or disprove because of the surrounding HI halo. However it is well established that molecular clouds are clumpy and have a low filling factor (see next section). Both facts are compatible with the idea that WNM may exist in those clouds. This has been pointed out by Falgarone & Puget (1986) who propose a model of molecular cloud based on magnetically interacting clumps (see also Clifford & Elmegreen 1983) .
Here we consider various mechanisms that may lead to the existence of WNM inside molecular clouds and calculate the corresponding orders of magnitude. In the second section we describe the physical processes which are important for the thermal equilibrium of WNM and estimate how far a piece of WNM may penetrate into a molecular cloud before it cools down. In the third section, we consider as a possible heating source of the WNM inside molecular clouds, the dissipation of MHD waves and we calculate the corresponding thermal equilibrium curve. Fourth part concludes the paper.
Problem Analysis

Notations and Assumptions
We consider a molecular cloud of typical length L, mass M, volume V , pressure P , density ρ, and velocity dispersion σ. We assume that the cloud follows the Larson laws, i.e., M = 100M ⊙ (L/1pc) 2 and σ ≃ 0.4 × L/1pc km/s. The mean value of the density is n mean ≃ 570 (L/1pc) −1 cm −3 .
We assume that two phases in near pressure equilibrium fill the cloud; one cold (T C = 10 K) and dense (ρ C /m p = n C > 10 3 cm −3 , where m p is the mean mass of the particle) and the other warm (T WNM 10 4 K) and diffuse (n WNM = n c × T c /T WNM > 1 cm −3 ) and we define r ρ = n C /n WNM 100. If f is the filling factor of the cold component, then the volume occupied by the warm phase is V WNM = (1 − f ) × V C . With these definitions, we have f = (n mean − n WNM )/(n C − n WNM ) ≈ (n mean − n WNM )/n C .
Finally we will further assume that the whole cloud is permeatted by a magnetic field B having roughly the same intensity within the 2 phases.
Definition of the Problem
We investigate now the possibility that WNM may survive in molecular clouds.
The expression of the filling factor obtained in Sect.2.1, show that for a 10 pc cloud the filling factor is very small (say less than 0.1). It is therefore very likely that in such cloud external radiation is not very different in most of the cloud volume, from its value outside the cloud. Therefore WNM can very likely exist inside such large complex. On the other hand, for a 1 pc cloud, either f ≃ 0.5 or n c is higher than 10 3 cm −3 indicating a high thermal pressure. In both cases the UV background is not enough to heat the warm phase. Therefore in about one cooling time, the piece of WNM cools down into cold gas unless it is heated by another source of energy.
In this section we consider the first case, i.e. the piece of WNM remains less than a cooling time within the molecular cloud. In order to do so, we present the relevant physical phenomena, namely degree of ionization and recombination time, cooling rate and cooling time, cloud crossing time.
Ionization Rate and Recombination Timescale
Deep inside molecular clouds, UV and soft X-ray fluxes are very low, and thus, the ionization is due to cosmic rays. The recombination rate of electron onto proton is about 2.6 × 10 −13 T −0.7 4 n e s −1 , where T 4 = T /10000K and n e is the electron densities. We adopt a standard cosmic ray ionization of ξ = 1.8 × 10 −17 s −1 . For T ≃ 10000 K, this leads to an ionization of x ≡ n e /n WNM ≃ 10 −2 (n WNM /1cm −3 ) −1/2 , which is about 10 times smaller than in the standard WNM. When the piece of WNM penetrates into the cloud, its ionization is x ≃ 0.1 and the recombination time is about, τ rec ≃ 1 Myr.
Cooling Rate and Cooling Timescale
We consider the standard cooling mechanisms of the atomic gas that are described in Wolfire et al. (1995) , namely Lyman α, metastable lines (CII, OI), fine-structure lines (CII, O) taking the values from Hollenbach & McKee (1989) and Wolfire et al. (1995) .
The main difference from the the standard ISM calculations is about 10 times smaller ionization of the WNM. Therefore the radiative cooling is about 10 times smaller as well (see Dalgarno & McCray 1972) , leading to a cooling rate of about 10 −25 erg cm −3 s −1 . Fig.1 shows the cooling time of the WNM when it enters into the cloud as a function of the density. The temperature is obtained by assuming pressure equilibrium. The smallest density corresponds to the case of a piece of WNM which entering into the cloud, has been suddenly compressed (and therefore heated) to the cloud pressure. Because of the cooling, the particle evolves from the low densities towards the high densities and the relevant cooling time is given by the highest value.
The cooling time strongly depends on the ionization degree. However since it is always smaller than about 1 Myr and since the recombination time is about 1 Myr, the ionization degree is more likely to be given by the full line (except maybe for P c = P ISM ).
Crossing Timescale
The piece of WNM crosses the molecular cloud in a time of about: L/u WNM , where u WNM is the velocity of this fluid particle. In numerical simuations of HI flows (Koyama & Inutsuka 02, Audit & Hennebelle 05), it is found that the WNM velocity is higher by a factor of a few than the velocity dispersion of the CNM. We therefore expect that u WNM ≃ α cross ×σ c , where α cross is a factor of a few. This is consistent with the idea that the cloud is continuously swept up by the surrounding HI gas which has an internal velocity dispersion equal to a fraction of the WNM sound speed, C WNM ≃ 10 km/s.
Assuming that the WNM velocity inside the cloud is about 1 km/s, we find with Fig.1 that the piece of WNM cannot penetrate in the cloud deeper than 0.5-1 pc for P c = P ISM and 0.1 pc for P c = 10 × P ISM before it cools down into cold gas. Consequently without any heating, the WNM cannot penetrate inside molecular clouds significantly.
Heating Rate due to Mechanical Energy Dissipation
Here we estimate the heating rate of the warm neutral phase due to mechanical energy dissipation in the cloud. First we consider the dissipation of magnetic waves which propagates into the warm phase inside the molecular cloud. A similar calculation has been performed by Ferrière et al. (1988) in the case of standard ISM conditions. We then estimate the amount of energy available from the the dissipation of turbulent motions which are observed in the dense gas of molecular clouds.
Dissipation of Magnetohydrodynamical Waves in WNM
The energy of the waves per units of volume is about [
, where δb is the fluctuating component of the magnetic field and we assume B 0 ∼ δB. The total amount of energy per particles available from the waves of WNM is therefore, V WNM /N WNM × 3/4 × B 2 /4π ≃ 3/4 × B 2 /4π/n WNM . The dissipation time of the Alfvén wave in a weakly ionized gas has been calculated by Kulsrud & Pearce (1969) , and is given by
in the case of γ da ρ i ≫ V a k, where γ da is the friction coefficient between ions and neutrals, ρ n and ρ i are the neutrals and ions densities, λ is the typical wavelength to be considered and B is the magnetic intensity. The expression of γ da is 2.21πeα 0.5 n / (m n + m i ) × m n m i (Mouschovias & Paleolegou 1981) where α n is the polarizability of the neutrals, e is the electric charge and m n , m i are respectively the mass of the neutrals (m n ≃ 1.4m p ) and the ions (m i ≃ m p ). This leads to γ da ≃ 10 15 cm 3 g −1 s −1 (thus γ da ρ i /V a k ≃ 10).
The heating rate due to dissipation of the MHD waves is about:
In order to estimate Γ wave , B and λ must be specified. In molecular clouds the magnetic intensity is about 10µG for n = 1000 cm −3 and for higher densities, B is roughly proportional to √ ρ. Assuming that the mean magnetic intensity is nearly the same in the warm phase, we have: B ≃ 10µG (n WNM /1cm −3 ) 1/2 . The energy spectra is not well established but if we assume a Kolmogorov like spectra, then most of the available energy is on the largest scales.
We will therefore assume that the value of λ to be considered is about the size of the cloud.
Taking these values into account as well as the expression for the ionization, we find:
This heating rate is therefore sufficient to compensate the cooling of the warm phase inside molecular clouds. Fig.2 shows the thermal equilibrium curves obtained for various heating by MHD waves dissipation, η wave Γ wave , where η wave is an efficiency which reflects the high level of uncertainties in our order-of-magnitude estimation. Even for η wave = 0.1, the heating rate due to the dissipation of MHD waves is sufficient to allow the existence of WNM inside ≃ 1pc molecular clouds. Pressure up to 5 10 4 K cm −3 and densities up to 10 cm −3 can be reached. For larger cloud (say 10 pc) the heating rate is probably lower by about 2 orders of magnitude (Γ wave ∝ λ −2 ) and therefore not large enough to allow the existence of warm gas. However as we discuss previously the filling factor is low in such clouds and therefore the UV heating is likely to be similar to its value outside the cloud making the existence of WNM possible.
Finally, we note that interestingly the crossing time of the cloud by the waves travelling into the WNM is about, L c /V a ≃ 5 10 4 yrs for a cloud of 1 pc which is very close to the value of the dissipation time. This means that, unlike for the case of a single phase molecular cloud (Nakano 1998 ), the waves have enough time to cross the cloud before they dissipate and the energy can be replenished from the outside continuously if channels of magnetized warm phases permeat the molecular cloud.
Dissipation of turbulent energy
Since molecular clouds are turbulent it is unavoidable that turbulent energy is continuously dissipated. The rate of turbulent energy dissipation within the whole molecular cloud is estimated by Mσ 3 /L, i.e. the available kinetic energy divided by the crossing time of the dense material. It is likely that most of this energy is dissipated and radiated away in the dense material, and only a fraction, η turb , of it can be used to heat the warm phase. We therefore estimate that the warm gas within the cloud can receive an energy rate due to the decay of the kinematic energy of η turb Mσ 3 /L.
The ratio between the mass of the dense and warm components being given by ≃ f /(1 − f ) × r ρ , the heating rate per particle in WNM due to kinetic energy dissipation in molecular clouds is about f /
For a molecular cloud of 1 pc which satisfies the Larson laws, we find that Γ turb = 10 −25 erg s −1 . Assuming that η turb ≃ 0.1, the heating rate due to turbulent energy dissipation is expected to be about: 10 −26 erg s −1 . Thus Γ turb is significantly smaller than Γ wave and is not able to heat the WNM sufficiently to allow its existence inside molecular clouds.
Another difficulty with the turbulent energy is that it dissipates within one cloud crossing time (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004) and need to be continuously maintained by some forcing which is not identified yet. If, as we propose here, WNM exists deep inside molecular clouds, then it is possible that part of the magnetic waves energy which can be easily injected because of the high Alfvén velocity, could be transmitted to the cold component of molecular clouds allowing to sustain the turbulent motions.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have investigated the possibility that WNM may exist into molecular clouds by considering the cooling time of the WNM fluid particle and the heating rate due to the mechanical energy dissipation into the cloud.
Our estimate indicates that the WNM when it enters into a molecular cloud cools too rapidly to allow the existence of the warm phase inside the cloud unless it is heated by some process.
The dissipation of the turbulent energy of the cold component of the molecular cloud may at most provide enough heating for low pressure molecular clouds but very unlikely for molecular clouds having a pressure 3 to 10 times the pressure of the ISM unless the efficiency of this process is high or the cloud is very turbulent (velocity dispersion about 2 times the value of the Larson law).
On the contrary the dissipation of the MHD waves seems to be a promising mechanism to maintain warm atomic gas in molecular clouds. Although there are large uncertainties due to the complexity of the problem, the amount of energy dissipated per unit of time appears to be sufficient even to heat the WNM in high pressure molecular clouds. The main difference with the previous estimate for the case of the standard ISM (e.g. Ferrière et al. 1988 ) is that, since the ionization is about 10 times smaller than in the standard ISM, the cooling rate is almost 10 times smaller, whereas the heating rate is about 10 times larger and the magnetic field is stronger.
Finally we suggest that if channels of warm diffuse and magnetized gas do exist and permeat the molecular clouds, then the dissipated energy can be easily replenished from the outside because of the high Alfvén velocity in the WNM. We speculate that such channels may also help to inject energy continuously into the dense component of the molecular cloud helping to sustain the turbulent motions which otherwise decay in a crossing time (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004). This paper was written while PH was a visitor at Kyoto University, and he is very grateful for the support and hospitality he received during his visit.
